Strannik Virtual Scanning & Strannik Light Therapy
Testimonials
We met in the health life style exhibition in Chongqing, China last November. I am
deeply impressed by your virtual scanning technology, not only because it made a precise
assessment for our vicemanager, but also the innovation and revolution it may bring to
the current health industry.
Local entrepreneur
If I do not wish peace and happiness to a great person like you today, I would be
betraying myself, for, the world has been kind to me to meet you here, give an
opportunity to know, like, love and share. It is a feeling to cherish always! Thank you
Prakruthi Mithra

I have had first hand experience with virtual scanning technology, personally and few others
I have witnessed. I strongly recommend medical practitioners look at it with open mind. It
has great potential. To me it is data collection by computer and statistical analysis (easily
comprehensible correlation), but so powerful tool
Fouad Dehlawi
, Professor of Computer Science, KSA via Facebook

‘………..to let you know about the great improvement through Colour Therapy in the
case of thrombocytopenia/atypical leucaemia. You possibly remember that my
fatherinlaw is suffering from that condition. To our great relief, his thrombocyte count
has risen from around 60.000 to nearly 125.000 in the meantime. At least this is what the

hospital doctors told him where he is now being treated for his broken femur. We will
still have to doublecheck with his usual doctor to make sure, but after nearly two rounds
of Strannik therapy I am much inclined to believe there is an improvement, and that it is
down to Strannik’.
Christianne Bergmann

‘As you may remember last August I asked you if you thought that the Strannik
Treatment would benefit my son who was suffering quite badly from dyslexia. Our
subsequent discussion resulted in him undergoing a diagnostic session after which you
produced a treatment programme for him. This programme he religiously followed
every night even though he found it boring. After only a few weeks of treatment his
concentration and comprehension improved. He was also able to read for longer
periods before the distressing symptoms of words moving across the page occurred.
The fundamentals of the Strannik programme are very difficult to quantify, but I have
no doubt that he benefited greatly’
Pharmacist, Nottinghamshire

“This is just phenomenal  working within the health service for so long as a square peg
in a round hole has always been a difficulty but I have always thought that there was
something out there that would revolutionise medical care”.
Medical professional, complementary health practitioner and lecturer in midwifery.
“This is the future of medicine”. 
Medical student
“I have to hand it to you. You have correctly and in precise detail identified the five
major items which are known to be of concern to …”
(the patient).
Medical Director of a leading Hospital in the East Midlands:
“The whole thing seems too advanced to be true and could be obtaining a Nobel Physics
or Medical prize if it was true. The emotions related to hormones would have been
discovered and that is the interaction of mind, heart and body. It will be too much to be
true....”
University lecturer, specialist in colour and sound therapy
“Thank you so much for your response and all the information. I have no doubt that your
efforts will be rewarded. I think your explanation for how things are working is good. I
may have an academic background but this does not mean that I am any better at

explaining this remarkable phenomenon! I know that I would like to play with it much
more”.
A former consultant at a Homoeopathic Hospital and Visiting Professor of
Complementary Medicine at a leading UK University. EditorinChief of a
leading Alternative and Complementary Medical Journal.

“I know about NeuroInformatics and what you are demonstrating has not yet been
developed.”
Diabetes GP, Diabetes Journal Club, Leicester General Hospital
“I would not under normal circumstances comment upon the results of treatment after
only 3 weeks but the improvement in my daughter’s behaviour has been so clear and
distinct that I feel obliged to say something.”
Mother and Health Professional
(Dentist):

‘I have practiced medicine in the UK since arriving in 1978. I have been waiting
throughout my career for this technology’. GP
‘”We've had some highs and some lows in these five weeks, for the first ten
days ……….. was really great, I felt I'd got my son back. Quite a few people have
commented on the changes in him”.

“I decided to try the Virtual Scanning Therapy because after years of trying all kinds of
conventional medicines there had been no real improvement in my health. I was
diagnosed with breast cancer in 1996, for which I had a mastectomy in the November. As
well as removing the right breast they also removed the lymph glands on that side which
has left me suffering from lymphodema which is extremely painful. I am not supposed to
do ironing, housework, or carry anything heavy with right arm. I have to wear an
elasticated sleeve which completely covers my arm and also a glove. I also have
spondylosis and rheumatism, have been told that I was depressed, and finally have been
suffering from Migraines since the age of 11 years.
During the two years before I started the Virtual Scanning Therapy I was visiting my GP
and other doctors on a regular basis due to my deterioration in health, and especially
because of the severity and frequency of my migraines. Because of the migraines I was
prescribed Almagram which did help at first but I find that that after a while they became
less and less effective, like other tablets that I had taken.

For my arthritis I was given Ibuprofen which did not help me at all. They made me feel
sick so I stopped taking them. I was not prescribed anything different but was suggested I
take Paracetamol. These were of no help so I continued to suffer without medication.
Things reached an all time low in August 2004 when I had a severe migraine. I awoke on

the Friday morning 20th
feeling terrible and with bad pains in my head. At 8am they got
worse, my head felt as though it was going to explode. I phoned my friend for assistance,
as I was in the house alone, and thought I was going to die  it was that bad. She phoned
the National Health helpline, I spoke to them also described the increasing pain around
the temple area and over my head. The attack resulted in an ambulance being sent to take
me to the local hospital. The doctor on duty examined me, and gave me lots of different
tablets which failed to work. His final suggestion was that I could try a dose of morphine
but that would mean going to a ward but he didn’t think that would work as I needed
somewhere quieter, so he suggested I go home and go into a dark room, sleep and rest
for the rest of the weekend.
This migraine attack left my family feeling very worried and upset. We had heard in the
meantime of Virtual Scanning Therapy and an appointment was made for me on
31082004.
Since starting my therapy I can honestly say that I have not looked back. I have had an
odd headache that’s all. It’s been a great relief. The aches and pains that I used to suffer
due to spondylosis, rheumatism and arthritis are a lot better. I went to a hospital for a
checkup on my arm just before Xmas 2004. The staff there were very pleased with the
reduction in swelling and commented upon how well I looked. I told them that I could
only put it down to the Virtual Scanning Therapy and explained what the treatment
entailed. They were extremely interested in details because some of the staff and friends
were also migraine sufferers. Of course the people closest to me, my family, have seen
the most dramatic change in my health. They have commented on the fact that I am far
more relaxed and calmer. I am less likely to let situations upset me. I have become far
more confident and have a more positive attitude to life in general. 
I must end this by
also saying I am free of migraines after suffering from the age of 11 to 59 years. I just
can’t believe it”.

Professor Arthur Caplan, Director of the Centre of BioEthics, University
of Pennsylvania

the ability to download information from the brain will lead to the development of a new
generation of diagnostic and therapeutic technologies. Professor Arthur Caplan,
University of Pennsylvania in Scientific American
"the future development of medicine lies with treatments based on light and colour". 
A
Brief History of Time
, Stephen Hawking, Bantam Books, New York, 10036, 1988.

‘The genome tells us what we are made of, but nothing about how we work. What’s
needed now is the operating manual for how to make it go’. Professor Eric Lander, MIT

believed that all energy from the sun has profound effects upon our our
health and behaviour. Dr Albert SzentGyorgi, Nobel Prize Winner
(Physiology and Medicine, 1937)
"As doctors we are taught to prescribe tranquilizers for people who are
feeling anxious to promote tranquility. We give sleeping pills to people
with insomnia. Quantum Healing looks past all the wonder drugs and modern
technology to a natural way of healing which speaks to an integration of
mind and body." Dr Deepak Chopra (endocrinologist)

“I was recently given a letter from a colleague whose patient had been greatly helped
following a visit to your clinic for chronic pain.
The treatment involved a virtual

scanning technique involving flashing lights and colours. She was also given a CD rom
for continued selfhelp at home. I am especially interested in this as it sounds as if there
may be a similiarity with a treatment I have been researching called Eye Movement
desensitisation and reprocessing. I would be interested in any information you have
about the treatment and available materials.
Yours truly
……… ……….
Research Fellow, University of Stirling
“I have to say that all the NHS medics could do for me was to send me to a psychologist
which may have helped a little to aid me in letting go of the past which was dragging me
down ( including infertility ), but they could not find what was wrong and only prescribed
toxic drugs which I refused to take. 
I do feel better in both body and mind since
beginning VS
and I shall be interested to see what improvements you have found”.
Patient with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (January 2006)
“I have now finished the modules that I have on my computer. I have taken my time,
partly because Christmas etc and a winter break intervened and partly because I still can
get adverse effects from the modules, even after the module has finished. The worst one
this time was the kidney one when I felt (and looked!) exhausted for more than a week.
However the 'spiritual' one was a great success. I approached it with some trepidation,
wondering how I would react to it. 
But I found it both soothing and invigorating and
would happily do it again (incidentally two of the three colours were very similar to
those in the duodenum module). I would like to continue with VS as I feel that I have

definitely made progress and feel improved in myself generally and in specifics (eg my
bladder irritability at night has diminished)”. 
Patient, lady, 60’s:
‘…..if what you are claiming is accurate and true then the virtual scanner represents a revolution
in diagnostic and therapeutic healthcare. I would therefore welcome the opportunity to possibly
see and experience the scanner myself and be provided with the opportunity to ask questions
about the technology and its applications’. 
Healthcare Journalist

‘I have been amazed by the diagnosis which has proved absolutely accurate and has
been pretty much confirmed by the medical tests which I have been having’. 
Patient,
lady 60’ish.
I now have the book you mentioned and it's by Prof. Jane Plant who is a five times cancer
survivor and I'm very impressed with it. I went for the biopsy yesterday and it wasn't a
traumatic experience. I expect to get an apppointment next week to see the surgeon for
the results. I have noticed progress in myself in a number of things. I'm getting more
things completed, rather than started and left which is a common pattern of mine. Nicely
pointed out on the VS analysis. I haven't started the treatment for that yet so you may
think it's unrelated. Also I have much more flexibility in both my left knee and ankle and
the muscles seem to be working and supporting the joints more effectively. This is
particularly noticeable on going up and down stairs. The skin on my left calf and ankle is
now quiet and not irritated and healing well’.
‘Thanks for those attachments. They really are very interesting and most encouraging.
I'm hoping they will be of interest to both my son and daughter, not to mention one
grandson with dyslexia, and may influence them to consult with Elena. I'm feeling much
more energetic (after therapy) and find myself almost running upstairs’.
Patient, lady midlate 60’s:

‘I have had all the issues we discussed checked by my doctor and they where all correct,
it was very insightful’ Lady, mid30’s

Parent of two children of 10 and 7 years:
“When K……… and A……… first started therapy the change in K…….. was the most
dramatic.

K……. had always had trouble getting off to sleep and therefore was unable to get up in
the morning. 
After just 2 sessions he was in bed early and fast asleep almost immediately,
he then found getting up not such a chore and he was much less tired.
Unfortunately this
effect was short lived and with the next set of treatments he reverted back to his old ways
and he is rarely asleep before 11pm, despite the routine not changing over many years,
(perhaps the treatment changed it's emphasis and didn't cover sleep). There have not been
any other noticeable changes in K…….. due to the therapy.
A……….. on the other hand found it difficult to sit still enough to watch a full session at
first. He now has no trouble and seems to enjoy the time (he listens to a CD whilst he is
doing the treatment). I found he will now sit still far longer than before and he finds it
easier to concentrate. When A………… first started there seemed to be no change but
over time improvements have been made.
A………….. had very poor reading and writing skills and found sequencing (i.e. the
alphabet) very difficult. 
He now has a reading and spelling age just above his
chronological age. He now loves reading  getting him to stop is the hardest part!!
His
fine motor skills (i.e. handwriting) are still poor but this has also improved. Perhaps the
most exciting thing to me is that he can now say the alphabet all the way through with no
problem what so ever. We are very pleased with his progress, Thanks”.
‘His short term memory has improved, he is more outgoing in his personality, he no
longer moves his lips when he reads, he is more communicative and initiates more
conversations, he is more physically coordinated in his movements, his verbal
responses are quicker and more confident. Apart from that there is nothing to report!’
A parent, commenting upon his 21y.o. son
‘My concentration has improved phenomenally. Whereas before I could concentrate
for only 1015 minutes, now I can easily concentrate for 23 hours at a time. Before
you could follow me through the university by the pens which I left behind. Now I do
not forget my pens’. 
A 19y.o male university student

‘Just got off phone to ……... He saw consultant ENT doctor this morning who told him
the infection is viral and it will have to work its way through his system. They are
looking more closely at his pain control to help him with the swallowing. He said that it
is a very bad infection. These all confirm your statements. If you were a doctor in this
country I would want to be on your register’. Nurse
‘Thank you for sending us the summary article about Virtual Scanning. We were
wondering whether we are allowed to reprint this article in Virtual Medical Worlds

Magazine? We think it would be of great interest to our readership. In case of your
positive reaction, the article will appear in the July 2007 VMW issue’. Virtual Medical
Worlds Magazine
‘Just to let you know I continue with the treatment and though I'm not a very good patient
I am feeling good and people are saying I look well too. I have to force myself to do the
session sometimes and I don't always succeed. Perhaps I need to set up a reward system!’
Lady 72 years following cancer surgery
‘I am doing really well. I have been filled with energy since doing the treatment. I can't
wait for night to come to do it again’.
Lady 57 years
I have looked at you 12 page attachment, and it looks good to me. I particularly like your
acknowledgement of the limitations of conventional medicine, (have you seen Dr Gary
Null's report 'Death by Medicine' on his website 
www.garynull.com
) and the effect of
stress on the brain waves which regulate the nervous and other systems which regulate
bodily function. I can feel the good effect on my body of slowing down my brain waves
when I meditate. 
Yours is the medicine of the future
. I would like to hear a presentation
about the book from you, so please let me know where else you are speaking. As for
whether we can host a meeting giving you a platform later this year, I defer to our
chairman, Dr Liz Archer, who I am copying in. Best wishes Yours John Kapp, Scientific
& Medical Network
As for my own situation I can confirm that the system did diagnose that I had chest
problems and a history of pneumonia. I had not previously told you about them and was
quite amazed that simply from visual and keyboard information the diagnosis was so
accurate. Consultant to Venture Capital companies
Wonderful. The course was intelligently run and with a realistic timetable. As a
professional practitioner I welcomed such an approach. It was a pleasure to work with
people who knew their subject. As for the subject? Well! My energy is through the
ceiling. I feel better than I have felt in five years since pneumonia. If it sits still long
enough I clean it or paint it. I feel great. So many thanks and I will spread the word of
this phenomena wherever and whenever I can.
Eileen McShane ANSR D.Hom., M.H.M.A. (uk) D.NLP
Also one of my client, the woman with cancer, just told me that ‘she only does therapy
every other day because it has given her so much energy that it keeps her up at night’
Virtual Strannik practitioner in Iceland

I am writing to thank you both for helping me successfully complete my Virtual Scanning
training course. I have to say that I found the training to be thorough, professional and
delivered at the right pace and in a relaxed manner and, I was made to feel both welcome and
at ease. Also, Elena’s training as a medical Doctor and ophthalmic specialist allowed her to
comprehensively cover and relate in detail all the relevant course material, as well as answer in
depth all of the questions that I had. I really enjoyed learning to use and apply the incredible
Virtual Scanner technology and am now eager to start to put it to good use. I wish you both
continued success, and thank you for your continued support. I would have no hesitation in
recommending the Virtual Scanning training course to anyone.
Dr. Frank McBride B.Sc PgC DC (Registered Chiropractor)
‘I just had to write and tell you how much better I feel after using your treatment therapy.
I recently went to the hospital for my annual Sleep Apnoea appointment and the
Professor told me that I no longer had the condition. He asked how this could be and I
told him of your therapy. To say he was stunned would be an understatement. My general
wellbeing has also improved. Thank you once again.’ Dave Cook
You are more than just a businessman. You are a great guy. Nwose, E. Uba (PhD, CSci,
FIBMS, MAIMS)
Institute of Clinical Pathology & Medical Research (ICPMR), South West Pathology
Service, 590 Smollett Street Albury, NSW 2640 Australia
‘…………….Industries were scared of the next wave of technology that would inevitably
transform their business model and they still are today. Throughout history every industry
has been threatened by the next technological wave and the way that they respond to it is
to ridicule it or ignore it but either way they will have to respond and it is usually too
late’
Mike Harris, Founder of internet banking; First Direct and Egg

Book Reviewers
'I have read the draft and I agree with the other reviewers as you reported on the feedback
you are receiving. It is a comprehensive volume in that it takes the reader from the first
principles of human health  viewed holistically  and connects this to the virtual scanning
principles, technology and research. It draws effectively on multidisciplinary perspectives
to make a solid case. The technology is an exciting development and hopefully more
research will be able to occur to add more statistical power to the argument for the
efficacy of virtual scanning. I look forward to the book being published and you are to be
congratulated for your efforts and expertise'.
Dr Russell Renhard (dec), Associate Professor, Quality Improvement Program,

Centre for Quality Improvement Research and Practice Australian Institute for
Primary Care,
La Trobe University, Australia
It's an absolute 'tour de force', brilliant'

Dr Keith Foster, CADUCEUS magazine

'Thank you for your update. When you have completed an overall review of your book, I
I shall accept it as a paper to be published in Biogenic Amines, a sister International
journal of NEL. I am the Chief editor of it. Biog. Amines/NEL are often published a
double issues'.
‘Felicitations for a very impressive and fine accomplishment. Elena looks like a princess
inside book cover and reflects her beauty of mind. I thank you for sending me the book’
‘Your accomplishment is outstanding and you should proceed with wisdom since such a
philosophy takes some time that people do accept it. I shall be more than pleased to help
you’.
Dr.S.H.Parvez, D.Sc, Director: CNRS Neuroendocrine Unit

‘This important book describes not only an extremely effective diagnostic tool – Virtual
Scanner, but it also provides a manifesto for the entire future of healthcare. I know that
this is a huge claim – but then again this is a huge book. 
Its scope is extraordinary and
the authors have produced a tour de force.
This is undoubtedly a heavyweight book
both literally and figuratively and deserves a place in the libraries of all complementary
health colleges. I recommend this book to both practitioners and students who are
interested in delving deeply into the field of energy medicine and who want to understand
the future possibilities for mind/body medicine’.
Jayney Goddard (Dr), President, Complementary Medical Association
Dear Dr. Ewing,
Thanks for your enquiry. Both review and research papers are welcome by NAJMS. We
are also willing to publish a paper as you described in your mail. 
We felt that you are
studying an important scientific topic
.
Please send the manuscript to us via email; we
will ask those scientists working in the field to review it.
Pingchang Yang, MD, PhD; Deputy Editor, NAJMS

Thank you for your quick reply. You are working in an interesting area. The publication
list is impressive. I'm look forward to seeing your manuscript.
Pingchang

Dear Dr. Ewing:
In a recent investigation of click/citation of publication online, your published article
"What is regressive autism and why does it occur? Is it the consequence of
multisystemic dysfunction affecting the elimination of heavy metals and the ability to
regulate neural temperature?" 
have obtained a very high click/citation. This will tell that
your publication has been read/cited at a very high number of readers.
The North American Journal of Medical Sciences is still free of charge for submission,
publication and read, which will at most exposure to every part of the world. On the other
hand, your article is so interesting with a great number of readers in the world. 
We are
really proud of your publications in the journal!
Therefore, I invite you to write further more articles, and we will make every effort to
provide help with you and your coworkers.
In addition, another option for your consideration is to write a paper related with
"guideline", which guide clinicians or scientists to standardize what people may need. We
do hope your publication will lead the people going forward in the science research and
clinical treatment.
My colleagues and I appreciate your contribution, and expect your new works coming to
us.
BoGuang Fan, MD., PhD; Chief Editor, North American
Journal of Medical Sciences

Dear Dr. Ewing
Your article "Mathematical modelling the systemic regulation of blood glucose: 'a
topdown' systems biology approach" (PUBMED id: 21876496) is one of the highly
referred articles at Labome.ORG. You can provide us with a PDF copy of the article to
display and distribute at Labome.ORG if you have the right to do so. By providing us
with the PDF copy, you acknowledge that you possess the right to grant and you are
granting Labome.ORG a royaltyfree and worldwide permission to display and distribute

the article. Labome.Org is a professional platform where researchers can present their
expertise to the public and the public can search for experts on specific topics.
Labome ExactAlert Service

I very much enjoyed your recent paper in Education Today. I found it quite stimulating
to the extent that I was stirred to read some of your other papers. Well done!
Emeritus Professor of Education, Australia

Dear Dr. Ewing Graham
Warm Greetings from the Journal. At the outset it gives us immense pleasure to share this
moment of happiness that readers have shown very good interest towards the manuscript
submitted by you.
We are pleased to inform you that, with the enormous support of experts like you Computer
Science & Systems Biology has received the international reputation within a short span.
Congratulations from the bottom of our hearts for the sincere efforts that you have put in. We
hereby take this privilege to invite you for second submission towards the Journal. We would
appreciate you if you can introduce your colleagues who are interested to serve their best for
our journal. We would be grateful if you would submit a paper for this upcoming issue 
Vol6
Iss4. Papers are welcome for possible publication in this issue, dead line for submission
August 24th

, 2013 
or at your earliest convenience. Your contribution to the journal is greatly
appreciated.
Hope to hear for your valuable response.
Thanks & Regards
Ruby Katherine
OMICS Group Journals
731 Gull Ave, Foster City
CA 94404, USA
Phone: +16502689744
Fax: +16506181414

I admire your hard work in writing “The multisystemic nature of diabetes mellitus:
Genotype or phenotype?” It is an admirable work! I hope we may converse on good
ideas.
Cynthia Barrington BA, LPN, ADRN
'I am positive that many more doors will open at the right time and sooner than expected.
Generally we are dealing with technology that it is far more intuitive and healthy than
conventional ways merging all the aspects in one direction, help and healthy profit to all
parties. I am sure more private health business and state will use this method for all best
interest in present and future. I have no doubt about it. As I think mentioned you my
thesis was build and focus around chromofrecuency combination therapy and took them
a while to review for innovative and too daring but it went finally through'.
Manny Rubais
I really think Virtual scanning will establish across countries for the best of quality
service in the field. It is best complementary solution I have seen for the moment in long
time for conventional medicine. It is just the beginning for the future is to treat first the
Neuro aspects to reach the cause of certain pathologies not the contrary as it is been done
today. Localize first what is going on in Psychological  Neuro aspects and thereafter
Physiological effects, as the scanner does pretty well approaching in the right direction
for the 
remedy / prevention. 
Our brain is able to control and to do half of the task to help/
solve certain issues thereafter, has to be complement with extras, vaccination,
pharmacological, therapies, specialties, etc.
Manny Rubais
Dear Graham: I am deeply impressed by your dedicated research work and the possible
implications. This is LATERAL THINKING at its best. I am not sure how I could be of
direct help to you. But I do understand the serious nature of your research and it does
resonate with my own thinking. I wish you all the best. Warm regards: Sugata
Prof. Sugata Sanyal
Mumbai, India
Mobile:+919167707796
Mobile:+919004078729
Skype: sanyalsugata

Your publication 
« Mathematical modelling the systemic regulation of
blood glucose: 'a topdown' systems biology approach. »
Has been
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Over many years of doing in research in autism spectrum disorder, I have had the
opportunity to talk with many parents. Most have reported that their child was normal
until a vaccine or vaccines. Their voices are brushed aside by the experts and authorities
stating that the parents are wrong. The voice that overshadows the voice of the parents,
for the most part, is the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The CDC
states publicly that there is no relationship between vaccines and autism, and that
Thimerosal, a mercurybased preservative used in vaccines, could not cause the
symptoms seen in autism. However, their internal documents tell a completely different
story. The internal documents make clear that they will not say in public what they know
in private because they are worried about the vaccine program and potential lawsuits.
Many scientists and researchers shy away from the topic because it is controversial.
Consequently, there are few left to give voice the parents and children. This book, written
by Graham Ewing is a voice for the parents and children. He is a scientist who is willing
to be true to the science and face an issue that so many steer away from. He has the
courage to face the issue and to write publicly about it, and for that, I am very grateful.
Janet Kern, PhD; Coalition for Mercury Free Drugs

Graham, thanks for the invitationso glad to be in your network: I appreciate your
support and the connection, and admire what you're doing.
Warm regards,
John La Puma, M.D.

Dear Dr. Graham Ewing,
It is my pleasure to write to you again, I am Janet Hu, the author
assistant of Scientific Research Publishing. Your paper, entitled “A
Further Review of the Genetic and Phenotypic Nature of Diabetes
Mellitus”and published in 
Case Reports in Clinical Medicine
(CRCM).It is
one of the most popular papers in the journal. Please accept our
enthusiastic congratulations thereon.

Our journal is making rapid progress under your support. In view of
your outstanding contribution and achievements in Case Reports in
Clinical Medicine, you are cordially invited to submit and recommend
manuscripts to Case Reports in Clinical Medicine. Your efforts in
recommending our journal to potential authors would be greatly
appreciated.
Below please find benefits for authors who submit papersto Case
Reports in Clinical Medicine:
l Manuscripts can be submitted via this email or 
submission system
l 
Favorable Discount
policy available for regular authors
l Fast review and publication processes
l Careful language copyediting, typesetting, and reference validation
after acceptance for publication
l 
Announcement(s) of your article in our website newsletter
for
better visibility and more citations if the article merits a strong
recommendation in the review process
Do you have any new research manuscripts in hands now? Could you
send me the abstract for a review? I am very happy to arrange a
reviewer to give you some suggestions. What’s more, it would be
appreciated if you can forward this email to your friends,
colleagues and students to introduce our journal to them. Thank you.
If you have papers ready to publish, you also can click the below paper
submission link to submit your papers to us. Please contact me freely
if you have any problems.
Sincerely,
Janet Hu
Author Assistant
Scientific Research Publishing
Email: 
janet@scirpjournal.org
QQ:2452539245
Website: 
www.scirp.org
SubmissionWebsite: 
http://papersubmission.scirp.org/center
P. O. BOX 54821, Irvine CA 926194821, USA. (US Office)
#38 Tangxun Lake North Street, Wuhan 430079, China (China Office)

In Abundance, I wrote that you have to be a little crazy to change the world, and you
can't really fake it.
Without this commitment to innovative thinking, true breakthroughs can't happen.
I've included the full excerpt below for some inspiration.
Best,
Peter (Diamandis)
***Beginning of Abundance Excerpt: Think Different***
In 1997 Apple introduced its "Think Different" advertising campaign with the now
famous declaration: "Here's to the crazy ones":
Here's to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round pegs in the
square holes . . . the ones who see things differently  they're not fond of rules... You can
quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them, but the only thing you can't do is
ignore them because they change things... they push the human race forward, and while
some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius, because the ones who are crazy
enough to think that they can change the world are the ones who do.
If you were to just hear these words, they'd seem like bravado  marketingspeak from a
company not known for marketingspeak. But Apple coupled sight to sound.
Accompanying those words were images: Bob Dylan as a misfit; Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. as a troublemaker; Thomas Edison as the one without respect for the status quo.
Suddenly everything changes. Turns out this campaign is not all bluster. In fact, it seems
to be a fairly accurate retelling of historical events.
The point, however obvious, is pretty fundamental: you need to be a little crazy to change
the world, and you can't really fake it. If you don't believe in the possibility, then you'll
never give it the 200 percent effort required. This can put experts in a tricky situation.
Many have built their careers buttressing the status quo, reinforcing what they've already
accomplished, and resisting the radical thinking that can topple their legacy  not exactly
the attitude you want when trying to drive innovation forward.
Henry Ford agreed: "None of our men are 'experts.' We have most unfortunately found it
necessary to get rid of a man as soon as he thinks himself an expert because no one ever
considers himself expert if he really knows his job . . . Thinking always ahead, thinking
always of trying to do more, brings a state of mind in which nothing is impossible." So if
you're going after grand challenges, experts may not be your best coconspirators.
Instead, if you need a group of people who thrive on risk, are overflowing with crazy
ideas, and don't have a clue that there's a "wrong way" to do things, there's one particular
place to look. In the early 1960s, when President Kennedy launched the Apollo program,
very few of the necessary technologies existed at the time. We had to invent almost
everything. And we did, with one of the main reasons being that those engineers involved
didn't know they were trying to do the impossible, because they were too young to know.
The engineers who got us to the Moon were in their mid to late twenties. Fastforward
thirty years, and once again it was a group of twentysomethings driving a revolution, this
time in the dotcom world. This is not a coincidence: youth (and youthful attitudes)

drives innovation  always has and always will. So if we're serious about creating an age
of abundance, then we're going to have to learn to think differently, think young, roll the
dice, and perhaps most importantly, get comfortable with failure.
***End of Abundance Excerpt***
Dear Dr Ewing,
We are pleased to inform you that your paper "Does the Cognitive TopDown Systems Biology
Approach, Embodied in Virtual Scanning, Provide Us with a Theoretical Framework to Explain the
Function of Most Complementary and Alternative and Most Orthodox Biomedical Techniques?" has
achieved impressive readership results. The chapter you have published with InTech in the book
"Complementary Therapies for the Contemporary Healthcare" has so far been accessed 1000
times. Congratulations on the significant impact that your work has achieved to date.
The top downloads of your paper are from the following five countries: United States of America,
Brazil. India, China, Turkey.
More information and statistics regarding your paper can be found on your Author Panel:
http://www.intechopen.com/account/login
. If you are interested in additionally disseminating your
work, there you will also find the necessary guidelines. The book containing your paper can be
directly accessed at this link:
http://www.intechopen.com/books/show/title/complementarytherapiesforthecontemporaryhealthc
are
We congratulate you once again on your success.
InTech Author Stats
______________________________
InTech  open science, open minds
Email: 
authorstats@intechopen.com
Website: 
http://www.intechopen.com/
Phone: +385 (51) 770 447
Fax: +385 (51) 686 166
Janeza Trdine 9
51000 Rijeka, Croatia

Dear Igor Gennadyevich Grakov,
I am writing to let you know that your published paper (paper title: A further
review of the genetic and phenotypic nature of diabetes mellitus) in Case
Reports in Clinical Medicine (CRCM) from SCIRP has been downloaded 325
times. Congratulations on you for your great research work! In order to let
more people read your article, a further promotion plan is scheduled. It will be
nice if you could tell us the channels you wish to post your articles, such as
blogs, forums and SNS you visited before. We will post your articles to those
channels in order to increase downloads and citations of your articles. We have
been trying our best to increase the impact of your research work. By the way,
if you have paper under consideration of publishing, hope SRP journals could

be the platform of publication. You can send your paper via this email. Your
submission is given priority being an old author.
Thank you again for your help and choosing our journal to publish your research
work. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.
ours Sincerely,
Y
Shirley


Scientific Research Publishing; 
www.scirp.org
Hi Graham
Great to hear from you / thanks for getting in touch  I hope your work is going well and
you are taking all your interesting ideas forward. I would be pleased to help in any way I
can  my new job I have taken up earlier this year has a big management responsibility but
I hope to maintain my research interests around it  nice to be back in medicine again, and
interesting being back in South Africa  hopefully my next job though will be back in the
UK!
My email is gibsonasc@ufs.ac.za
Take care and keep on with all your creative work  it did all make sense to me, and if
could be directly proven would be a massive step forward in understanding the body and
enhancing our management of health and wellness.
Best wishes! (:
Zig (Professor Alan St Clair Gibson)
Dear Graham and Elena,
Thank you for coming all this way, I really appreciate!
Yes, ………….. is a very special therapist and once she is on your side, you will have a very
loyal, intelligent resource. I am intrigued to know what you found with ………., to my
knowledge the cause is very deep seated emotional trauma and dissatisfaction. I will continue
work with the practitioners and will pass you any lead once I have an interest. I wanted to ask,
you told At the meeting that they will be buying the tests at £15, did you include my
commissions there?
Whilst in Barcelona I will have time to rethink all my training strategy, I think I will invite you
to present to my next training course and let you to explain and demonstrate the technology.
This time we did not really have enough time to cover everything that is why I am thinking to
create the modules, rather than give all information at once. I will send the signed agreement
very soon, as soon as I get a chance to read it properly
Thank you for your perseverance, you both have done a tremendous work!
Best regards,


Dr Zulia Frost
InterX Clinic, 1st
floor, 105 – 107 Bath Road, Cheltenham, GL53 7LE
+44(0)7779 334 813; +44(0)1242 210 954
www.interxclinic.com
;
www.healthhubuk.com

It was great meeting with you on Saturday, would like to pass on a big thank you from both
myself (A very concerned mum) and my son, Jack.
Jack has had many issues for a while now including substance abuse which caused him
liver/kidney problems and in the last couple of months severe depression. Despite many visits
to A&E, GP and the limited counselling services offered by the NHS we felt as if the constant
offer of antidepressants and a 30 min counselling session each week was not solving anything
it was “smoothing over the cracks”.
A good friend recommended Montague Healthcare – I admit I was a bit sceptical at first but
after visiting I can say we are firmly committed to the programme jack was provided with,
after just 15 minutes we felt we had gained more information about my son’s health and
recovery than the NHS had been able to provide in months.
In the last few days he has been more positive and is determined to finish his therapy.
Once again, thank you.
Kelly Griffiths

ResearchGate: Your research is in the spotlight.

NeuroRegulation of the Physiological Systems by the Autonomic Nervous System – their
relationship to Insulin Resistance and Metabolic Syndrome.
th
Your article reached 50 reads 28
October 2015
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